


The 30 Day Explosive Content Plan!
Gabriel “Doctor” Jones

Hey there! Thanks for downloading the 30 Day Explosive Content Plan.

If you're just jumping into the world of content creation and are wondering how to actually
START without needing to DESTROY your life in the process, you’re in the right place!

Why is it 30 days? Why is it “explosive”? Because I believe it’s possible to ignite your
content creating journey with a BANG!

I also believe you can jump start it in 30 days without sacrificing all the things you love in
life (like family, friends, health, time, etc.) just to become a content creator.

Your content is your business, and it should exist to SERVE your life…Not DESTROY it!

This guide will outline a simple 4 week step-by-step checklist for creating your first content
“real estate” so you can get some income going online - in a manageable way!

Simply put, if I needed to start a new CONTENT strategy to bring in customers and
start making MONEY 30 days from now - this is what I would do!

Brief disclaimer however - you don’t need to have a business to want to create explosive
content. Content creating can BE the business if done right!

*Although you can definitely make money 30 days from now, chances are it won’t be
enough to quit your current 9-5 just yet. HOWEVER this is the JUMP START to making that
dream a reality.

The first goal is to start your content and create a new presence online (OR use this
EXPLOSIVE info to grow the audience you DO have). Once in place you can focus and
grow to the point that you CAN leave that 9-5 and go ALL-IN with your content!

Fair enough? Cool. Let’s break it down!
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Week 1: Pin-Point Content NICHE

Create A List Of What Your Good At, What You Love, And What The World Needs

● List out everything you are good at - because we are all good at something.
● Think of hobbies or activities that make you feel happiness or pleasure.
● What comes easy for you? What do family and friends say you're good at?
● What do you do better than others every single time?
● What have you done to make the world a better place?
● Mind Dump everything, then arrange by what's MOST interesting to YOU.
● What are your TOP 3? Circle them!

Figure Out What You Can Be Paid For (As If You Were An Expert)

● Although money isn’t the priority, it’s a CLUE as to what content people watch.
● Start asking people what their biggest challenges are in your topics.
● What pain points are people already paying money to get resolved?
● What are people telling you? Dig deeper with them. Ask your socials!
● Notice any trends from your findings. What issues keep coming up?
● Ask friends and family about each of your top 3 topics.
● If one topic gets no responses, move to the next one…pinpoint the best!

After Digging Deep, Define Your Avatar…Who Is Your Target Audience Exactly?

● You're describing the exact person who you want to connect with.
● You should have a topic now, so what did your findings show you?
● When you dug deep, who were the people responding the most to your inquiries?
● Define your avatar in as much detail as possible, don’t skip out here.
● What do they love? Where do they work? How old are they? Do they have kids?
● What keeps them up at night because they can’t stop thinking/stressing over it?
● Write down your exact avatar with every detail of their biggest dreams & worries!
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Week 2: Pin-Point Content PLATFORM

Decide Exactly Which Platform You Are Going To Create Content On…Just ONE!

● By now you should have settled on a topic with a super defined avatar.
● Take that information and decide where your avatar goes the most.
● Which online platform are they going to when they are at home relaxing?
● “Walk a Mile in Their Shoes”....use your imagination with the info you collected.
● Make a decision to meet your avatar on the platform they visit the most!
● Content creation is a business, start treating it like one!
● Choose the platform where you can serve your people the most! SERVE THEM!

I’m Serious, Focus on ONE Place To Post ALL Your Content (For Now)

● At this point you should KNOW your avatar, what they want, and where they go.
● You should have picked ONE platform…just one. Don’t overcomplicate this.
● Focusing on ONE platform will make your efforts much more effective.
● You are becoming the expert for YOUR avatar in YOUR topic in ONE place!
● This doesn’t mean you will never post content elsewhere.
● Decide if your focus will be: VIDEO, IMAGES, or STREAMING content.
● Pick one…all your efforts on ONE, until you have a big enough audience that you

can listen to your avatars needs and branch out.

Do It Right The First Time…Use Research To Set Up On Your Platform With Quality!

● You’ve picked ONE. Now it’s time to set everything up. Start looking at Competition!
● Competition is a good thing. See how the top players in your niche look and feel.
● Make a list of 3 to 5 TOP people in your specified niche, and look at their content.
● Look at their homepage, their KEYWORDS, their thumbnails, their EVERYTHING!
● You aren’t copying or stealing…but you ARE seeing what works. Getting IDEAS!
● Compile a list of best practices that you see from these top performers.
● Write down what you like the most, and how you want your channel to look.
● Model yourself as a compilation of multiple competitors based on who YOU are.
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Week 3: Set Everything Up For SUCCESS

Now It’s Time To Put The Puzzle Pieces Together And Pick A GREAT Name!

● Start looking at everything you’ve discovered to this point.
● Look at your lists…your topic, avatar, competition, all of it.
● Use all of this info to create a good name for your platform and business.
● Remember that you are building a brand…no matter what you are calling it.
● Even if your name alone is what you use, make sure it works for your audience.
● Make sure the name fits your content. It has to resonate with those who find you.
● If possible keep it short, easy to spell, personal, and emotion evoking!

Now That You Have A Name, Let’s Build A Quality Brand Behind It

● Add your personal touch to all of it and create your homepage/banners/thumbnails.
● Use free image creating sites like Picmonkey or Canva (they have MANY templates).
● Remember how your competition looked - think about colors, font, image types, etc.
● Use copyright free image/video sites for homepage backgrounds or thumbnails.
● Some examples are: Pixabay, Pexels, Unsplash, (good starting point).
● Think how YOU would like to see a platform setup from your AVATARS eyes.
● Get all the basic setup complete so you can START creating CONTENT!

Start Creating Your First 10 Pieces Of Content!

● Now the meat and potatoes. It’s time to start creating content!
● Look at your documents with avatar descriptions from earlier.
● Find their common pains, frustrations, hopes, and dreams which you discovered.
● Brainstorm 10 BIG IDEAS that will genuinely help and serve your avatar.
● If it’s VIDEO: Create 3-Point outline with compelling Title/Promise for each video.
● If it’s IMAGES: Start a list of ideas you are going to create, and when you will post.
● If it’s STREAMING: Schedule live content ideas and a definite time to do them.
● No matter what it is, now is your time to compile your findings into something that

your people (avatar) can really use in their everyday lives.
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Week 4: Get ON FIRE And Take ACTION!

You Should Have Your First Pieces Of Content, Time To Start Creating…NOW!

● I mean NOW…don’t lose momentum. Everything boils down to this point!
● This is where you create…regardless of how perfect it will be.
● You have the best information for your avatar and their needs, focus on that.
● Getting content CREATED is better than getting content PERFECTED.
● Video? Just start recording. Streaming? Same. Images? Do the best YOU can.
● The point RIGHT NOW is to help people…not be the best.
● Start creating content that SERVES your people with information you discovered.

Get Committed And STAY Committed to Getting Content Created And Posted

● Create a schedule for yourself. Use our free DAILY MIND to stay on track.
● Commit to creating your first 10 BIG IDEAS content for the next 2 WEEKS!
● Schedule out the EXACT times you will be posting these pieces of content.
● If you can automate postings, DO IT! Otherwise keep yourself on top of posting.
● Be Consistent for your avatar ESPECIALLY in the beginning.
● You are building a habit of creating and posting content, which is a GREAT thing.
● Get the basics of your platform down, remember DONE is better than PERFECT!

Once Your Initial Content Is Created, It’s Time To Post And SHARE

● You have hopefully done your best to get 10 pieces of content DONE.
● NOW it’s time to schedule them, post the first ones, and SHARE it!
● I don’t care if you have 1 friend on the Facebooks….share it with them!
● You are building something, and it needs eyeballs to start growing.
● Tell your family and friends to check it out, like, sub, so that it boosts it.
● Think about all the communities you are already a part of

(facebook, reddit, discord, etc) and post links to your new stuff.
● FIND new communities where your avatar lives, and start becoming an ACTIVE

member in that community. You Would be amazed at the results if you do this.
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BONUS: Week 5 and BEYOND

The TRUTH About What Just Happened In These 30 Days!

Let’s discuss what is actually going on if you follow this 30 day plan of action.

You have successfully figured out what people really need help with. You have uncovered
your avatars innermost pains and desires for the purpose of actually helping fellow human
beings.

You have created something of quality for your people to digest so that they may grow in
some area of life. You have created a name for yourself, decided how your brand looks and
feels based on competition/avatar needs. You are OVER-DELIVERING by giving your
people content that is REAL. This is actual helpful valuable information, even if it is a pure
entertainment channel on youtube (which you would create if your avatar prioritizes
entertainment more than anything else!).

You are giving YOUR valuable time to create FREE content for people that both want and
need it. Congrats. Seriously. If you have made it this far, the world needs more people like
you. Why? Because the more you help people, the more you get in return.

It’s the old school Biblical law of Sowing and Reaping.

According to Zig Ziglar, if you help enough people get what they want, you will get what
YOU want! The NEXT thing you need to do is below, and it’s the REAL bonus here. Pay
attention as this could be a life-changer for you.

The Beginning Of Monetization Involves You ENGAGING Your Audience

● As you grow with your new awesome content, you are going to discover your
audiences biggest needs by ASKING them.

● Engage with every comment, get personal as if they are real people (which they are)
● ASK them what they are struggling with. Their biggest concerns in life.
● End your video/posts with a Call To Action (CTA) Every Time!
● Give Your people something to say, and somewhere to GO (see below)
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BONUS: Week 5 and BEYOND - Part 2

Go BEYOND By Capturing Your Audiences EMAIL!

● Here is the harsh truth. You do not OWN the platform you are growing on.
● Yes, it sucks. If you're a YouTuber, they can shut you down at any second.
● TikToker? Don’t get me started…they can easily pull the plug.
● Instagram? Apple Podcast? Listen…It’s great to be making content for these specific

platforms BUT it would be foolish to think you own ANYTHING that isn’t yours.
● The ONLY thing you can own is your own website, and your own EMAIL list!
● Even if you just have a landing page to capture emails, you need to make sure to do

it. You NEED to have somewhere that you can collect and build for YOU.

An EMAIL List Is Something They CAN’T Take Away From You!

● You can easily go to GoDaddy and get a website domain, Host, and setup
wordpress…BUT You don’t need a full blog or website to capture emails!

● You can go to Mailchimp and set up JUST a landing page for collecting them.
● Send your people there…sign them up. Give them something free as an incentive.
● ALSO, You don’t need this all setup BEFORE you start your content. Follow the first

30 days as listed above…get started first, THEN start capturing email.
● Why? For your people. To make sure they stay YOUR people and not get lost in the

internet mix. This is the best way to keep on serving your avatar.

This is ALL just the BEGINNING!

As you grow your audience, help your avatar, grow your email list, engage with humans,
you will then be able to make this into a true business.

Thank You for downloading this guide and reading it. Here is to creating your EXPLOSIVE
content - I hope this has served you in some way!

Gabriel “Doctor” Jones
TheMindBomb.com
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